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Vision-based fall detection systems have experienced fast development over the last years. To determine the course of its

evolution and help new researchers, the main audience of this paper, a comprehensive revision of all published articles in

the main scientific databases regarding this area during the last five years has been made. After a selection process,

detailed in the Materials and Methods Section, eighty-one systems were thoroughly reviewed. Their characterization and

classification techniques were analyzed and categorized. Their performance data were also studied, and comparisons

were made to determine which classifying methods best work in this field. The evolution of artificial vision technology, very

positively influenced by the incorporation of artificial neural networks, has allowed fall characterization to become more

resistant to noise resultant from illumination phenomena or occlusion. The classification has also taken advantage of

these networks, and the field starts using robots to make these systems mobile. However, datasets used to train them

lack real-world data, raising doubts about their performances facing real elderly falls. In addition, there is no evidence of

strong connections between the elderly and the communities of researchers.
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1. Introduction

In accordance with the UN report on the aging population , the global population aged over 60 doubled its number in

2017 compared to 1980. It is expected to double again by 2050 when they exceed the 2 billion mark. By this time, their

number will be greater than the number of teenagers and youngsters aged 10 to 24.

The phenomenon of population aging is a global one, more advanced in the developed countries, but also present in the

developing ones, where two-thirds of the worlds older people live, a number which is rising fast.

With this perspective, the amount of resources devoted to elderly health care is increasingly high and could, in the non-

distant future, become one of the most relevant world economic sectors. Because of this, all elderly health-related areas

have attracted great research attention over the last decades.

One of the areas immersed in this body of research has been human fall detection, as, for this community, over 30% of

falls cause important injuries, ranging from hip fracture to brain concussion, and a good number of them end up causing

death .

The number of technologies used to detect falls is wide, and a huge number of systems able to work with them have been

developed by researchers. These systems, in broad terms, can be classified as wearable, ambient and camera-based

ones .

The first block, the wearable systems, incorporate sensors carried by the surveilled individual. The technologies used by

this group of systems are numerous, ranging from accelerometers to pressure sensors, including inclinometers,

gyroscopes or microphones, among other sensors. R. Rucco et al.  thoroughly review these systems and study them in-

depth. In this article, systems are classified in accordance with the number and type of sensors, their placement and the

characteristics of the study made during the system evaluation phase concluding that most systems incorporate one or

two accelerometric sensors attached to the trunk.

The second block includes systems whose sensors are placed around the monitored person and include pressure,

acoustic, infra-red, and radio-frequency sensors. The last block, the object of this review, groups systems able to identify

falls through artificial vision.

In parallel, over the last years, artificial vision has experienced fast development, mainly due to the use of artificial neural

networks and their ability to recognize objects and actions.
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This artificial vision development applied to human activity recognition in general, and human fall detection in particular,

has given very fruitful outcomes in the last decade.

2. Discussion
2.1. Preprocessing

The final objective of this phase is either distortion and noise reduction or format adaptation, so downstream system

blocks can extract characteristic features with classification purposes. Image complexity reduction could also be an

objective during the preprocessing phase in some systems, so the computational cost can be reduced, or video streaming

bandwidth use can be diminished.

The techniques grouped in this Section for decreasing noise are numerous and range from Gaussian smoothing used in

 to the morphological operations executed in  or . They are introduced in subsequent Section as a part of the

foreground segmentation process.

Format adaptation processes are present in several of the studied systems, as is the case in , where images are

converted to grayscale and have their histograms equalized before being transferred to the characterization process.

Image binarization, as in , is also introduced as a part of the systematic effort to reduce noise during the segmentation

process, while some other systems, like the one presented in , pursue image complexity decreasing by transforming

video signals from red, green and blue (RGB) to black and white and then applying a median filter, an algorithm which

assigns new values to image pixels based on the median of the surrounding ones.

Image complexity reduction is a goal pursued by some systems, as the one proposed in , which introduces

compressed sensing (CS), an algorithm first proposed by Donoho et al.  used in signal processing to acquire and

reconstruct a signal. Through this technique, signals, sparse in some domain, are sampled at rates much lower than

required by the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem. The system uses a three-layered approach to CS by applying it to

video signals, which allows privacy preservation and bandwidth use reduction. This technique, however, introduces noise

and over-smooths edges, especially those in low contrast regions, leading to information loss and image low-resolution.

Therefore, image complexity reduction feature characterization often becomes a challenge.

2.2. Characterization

The second process step intends to express human pose and/or human motion as abstract features in a qualitative

approach, to quantify their intensity in an ulterior quantity approach. These quantified features are then used with

classifying purposes in the last step of the fall detection system.

These abstract pose/action descriptors can globally be classified into three main groups: global, local and depth.

Global descriptors analyze images as a block, segmenting foreground from background, extracting descriptors that define

it and encoding them as a whole.

Local descriptors approach the abstraction problem from a different perspective and, instead of segmenting the block of

interest, process the images as a collection of local descriptors.

Depth characterization is an alternative way to define descriptors from images containing depth information by either

using depth maps or skeleton data extracted from a joint tracking process.

2.2.1. Global

Global descriptors try to extract abstract information from the foreground once it has been segmented from the

background and encode it as a whole.

This kind of activity descriptors was very commonly used in artificial vision approaches to human activity recognition in

general and to fall detection in particular. However, over time, they have been displaced by local descriptors or used in

combination with them, as these ones are less sensitive to noise, occlusions and viewpoint changes.

Foreground segmentation is executed in a number of different ways. Some approaches to this concept establish a specific

background and subtract it from the original image; some others locate regions of interest by identifying the silhouette

edges or use the optical flow, generated as a consequence of body movements, as a descriptor. Some global
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characterization methods segment the human silhouette over time to form a space–time volume which characterizes the

movement. Some other methods extract features from images in a direct way, as in the case of the system described in

, where every three frames, the mean square error (MSE) is determined and used as an indicator of image similarity.

Silhouette Segmentation

Human shape segmentation can be executed through a number of techniques, but all of them require background

identification and subtraction. This process, known as background extraction, is probably the most visually intuitive one,

as its product is a human silhouette.

Background estimation is the most important step of the process, and it is addressed in different ways.

In , as the background is supposed constant, an image of it is taken during system initialization, and a direct

comparison allows segmentation of any new object present in the video. This technique is easy and powerful; however, it

is extremely sensitive to light changes. To mitigate this flaw, the system described in , where the background is also

supposed stable, a median throughout time is calculated for every pixel position in every color channel. Then, it is directly

subtracted from the observed image frame-by-frame.

Despite everything, the obtained product still contains a substantial amount of noise associated with shadows and

illumination. To reduce it, morphological operators can be used as in . Dilation and/or erosion operations are

performed by probing the image at all possible places with a structuring element. In the dilation operation, this element

works as a local maximum filter and, therefore, adds a layer of pixels to both inner and outer boundary areas. In erosion

operations, the element works as a local minimum filter and, as a consequence, strips away a layer of pixels from both

regions. Noise reduction after segmentation can also be performed through Kalman filtering, as in , where this filtering

method is successfully used with this purpose.

An alternative option for background estimation and subtraction is the application of Gaussian mixture models (GMM), a

technique used in , among others, that models the values associated with specific pixels as a mix of

Gaussian distributions.

A different approach is used in , where the Horprasert method  is applied for background subtraction. It uses a

computational color model that separates the brightness from the chromaticity component. By doing it, it is possible to

segment the foreground much more efficiently when light disturbances are present than with previous methods,

diminishing this way light change sensitiveness. In this particular system, pixels are also clustered by similarity, so

computational complexity can be reduced.

Some systems, like the one presented in , apply a filter to determine silhouette contours. In this particular case, a Sobel

filter is used, which determines a two-dimensional gradient of every image pixel.

Other segmentation methods, like vibe , used in , store, associated with specific pixels, previous values of the

pixel itself and its vicinity to determine whether its current value should be categorized as foreground or background.

Then, the background model is adapted by randomly choosing which values should be substituted and which not, a

clearly different perspective from other techniques, which give preference to new values. On top of that, pixel values

declared as background are propagated into neighboring pixels part of the background model.

The system in  segments the foreground using the technique proposed in , where the optical flow (OF), which are

presented in later Sections, is calculated to determine what objects are in motion in the image, feature used for

foreground segmentation. In a subsequent step, to reduce noise, images are binarized and morphological operators are

applied. Finally, the points marking the center of the head and the feet are linked by lines composing a triangle whose

area/height ratio will be used as the characteristic classification feature.

Some algorithms, like the illumination change-resistant independent component analysis (ICA), proposed in , combine

features of different segmentation techniques, like GMM and self-organizing maps, a well-known group of ANN able to

classify into low dimensional classes very high dimensional vectors, to overcome the problems of silhouette segmentation

associated with illumination phenomena. This algorithm is able to successfully tackle segmentation errors associated with

sudden illumination changes due to any kind of light source, both in images taken with omnidirectional dioptric cameras

and in plain ones.

ICA and vibe are compared in  by using a dataset specifically developed for that system with better results for the ICA

algorithm.
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In , foreground extraction is executed in accordance with the procedure described in . This method integrates the

region-based information on color and brightness in a codeword, and the collection of all codewords are grouped in an

entity called codebook. Pixels are then checked in every single new frame and, when its color or brightness does not

match the region codeword, which encodes area brightness and color bands, it is declared as foreground. Otherwise, the

codeword is updated, and the pixel is declared as area background. Once pixels are tagged as foreground, they are

clustered together, and codebooks are updated for each one of them. Finally, these regions are approximated by

polygons.

Some systems, like the one in , use orthogonal cameras and fuse foreground maps by using homography. This way,

noise associated with illumination variations and occlusion is greatly reduced. The system also calculates the observed

polygon area/ground projected polygon area rate as the main feature to determine whether a fall event has taken place.

Self-organizing maps is a technique, well described in , used with segmentation purposes in . When applied, initial

background estimation is made based on the first frame at system startup. Every pixel of this initial image is associated

with a neuron in an ANN through a weight. Those weights are constantly updated as new frames flow into the system and,

therefore, the background model changes. Self-organizing maps have been successfully used to subtract foreground from

background, and they have proved a good resilience to the light variation noise.

Binarization is a technique used for background subtraction, especially in infrared (IR) systems, as the one presented in

, where the inputs IR signals pixels are assigned two potential values, 0 and 1. All pixels above a certain threshold

value are assigned a value 1 (human body temperature dependent), and all others are given a value of 0. This way,

images are expressed in binary format. However, the resulting image usually has a great amount of noise. To reduce it,

the algorithm is able to detect contours through gradient determination. Pixels within closed contours whose dimensions

are close to the ones of a person continue being assigned a value 1, while the rest are given a value 0.

Once the foreground has been segmented, it is time to characterize it through abstract descriptors that can be classified

at a later step.

This way, after background subtraction, features used for characterization in  and  are silhouettes eccentricity,

orientation and acceleration of the ellipse surrounding the human shape.

Characteristic dimensions of the bounding box surrounding the silhouette are also a common distinctive feature, as is the

case in . In , a silhouette’s horizontal width is estimated at 10 vertically equally spaced points, and, in , five regions

are defined in the bounding box, being its degree of occupancy by the silhouette is used as the classifying element.

Other features also used for characterization used in  include Hu moments, a group of six image moments in

variables to translation, scale, rotation, and reflection, plus a seventh one, which changes sign for image reflection. These

moments, assigned to a silhouette, do not change as a result of the point of view alterations associated with body

displacements. However, they dramatically vary as a result of human body pose changes as the ones associated with a

fall. This way, a certain resistance to noise due to the point of view change is obtained.

The Feret diameter, the distance from the two most distant points of a closed line when taking a specific reference

orientation, is another used distinctive feature. The system described in  uses this distance, with a reference orientation

of 90°, to characterize the segmented foreground.

Procrustes analysis is a statistical method that uses minimum square methods to determine the needed similarity

transformations required to adjust two models. This way, they can be compared, and a Procrustes distance, which

quantifies how similar the models are, can be inferred. This distance, employed in some of the studied systems as a

characterization feature, is used to determine similarities between silhouettes in consecutive frames and, therefore, as a

measure of its deformation as a result of pose variation.

The system introduced in , after identifying in each frame the torso section in the segmented silhouette, stores its

position in the last 100 frames in a database and uses this trajectory as a feature for fall recognition.

To decrease sensitiveness to noise as a result of illumination noise and viewpoint changes, some systems combine RGB

global descriptors and depth information.

This is the case of , where the system primarily uses depth information, but when it is not available, RGB information is

used instead. In that case, images are converted to grayscale and pictures are formed by adding up the difference

between consecutive frames. Then, features are extracted at three levels. At the pixel level, where gradients are
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calculated, at the patch level, where adaptive patches are determined, and at the global level, where a pyramid structure

is used to combine patch features from the previous level. The technique is fully described in .

A different approach to the same idea is tried in , where depth information is derived from monocular images as

presented in . This algorithm uses monocular visual cues, such as texture variations, texture gradients, defocus and

color/haze. It mixes all these features with range information derived from a laser range finder to generate, through a

Markov random field (MRF) model, a depth map. This map is assembled by splitting the image into patches of similar

visual cues and assigning them depth information that is related to the one associated with other image patches. Then,

and to segment foreground from background, as the human silhouette has an almost constant depth, a particle swarm

optimization (PSO) method is used to discover the optical window in which the variance of the image depth is minimum.

This way, patches whose depth information is within the band previously defined are segmented as foreground.

This method, first introduced in , was designed to simulate collective behaviors like the ones observed in flocks of birds

or swarms of insects. It is an iterative method where particles progressively seek optimal values. This way, in every

iteration, depth values with the minimum variance associated with connected patches are approximated, increasing until

an optimal value is reached.

Space–Time Methods

All previously presented descriptors abstract information linked to specific frames and, therefore, they should be

considered as static data, which clustered along time, acquire a dynamic dimension.

Some methods, however, present visual information where the time component is already inserted and, therefore,

dynamic descriptors could be inferred from them.

That is the case of the motion history image (MHI) process. Through this method, after silhouette segmentation, a 2-D

representation of its movement, which can be used to estimate if the movement has been fast or slow, is built up. It was

first introduced by Bobick et al.  and reflects motion information as a function of pixel brightness. This way, all pixels

represent moving objects bright with an intensity function of how recent movement is. This technique is used in  to

complement other static descriptors and introduce the time component.

Some systems, like the one introduced in , split the global MHI feature in sub-MHIs that are linked to the bounding

boxes created to track people. This way, a global feature like MHI is actually divided into parts, and the information

contained in each one of them is associated with the specific silhouette responsible for the movement. Through this

procedure, the system is able to locally capture movement information and, therefore, able to handle several persons at

the same time.

2.2.2. Local

Local descriptors approach the problem of pose and movement abstraction in a different way. Instead of segmenting the

foreground and extracting characteristic features from it, encoding them as a block, they focus on area patches from

which relevant local features, characteristic of human movement or human pose, can be derived.

Over time, local descriptors have substituted or complemented global ones, as they have proofed to be much more

resistant to noise or partial occlusion.

Characterization feature techniques focused on fall detection, pay attention to head motion, body shape changes and

absence of motion . The system introduced in  uses the two first groups of features. It models body shape changes

and head motion by using the extended CORE9 framework . This framework uses minimum bounding rectangles to

abstract body movements. The system slaves bounding boxes to legs, hands and head, which is taken as the reference

element. Then, directional, topological, and distance relations are established between the reference element and the

other ones. All this information is finally used for classification purposes.

The vast majority of studied systems that implement local descriptors do it through the use of ANNs. ANNs are a major

research area at the moment, and their application to the artificial vision and human activity recognition is a hot topic.

These networks, which simulate biological neural networks, were first introduced by Rosenblatt  through the definition

of the perceptron in 1958.

There are two main families of ANNs with application in artificial vision, human pose estimation and human fall detection,

which have been identified in this research. These two families are convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent

neural networks (RNN).
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ANNs are able to extract feature maps out of input images. These maps are local descriptors able to characterize the

different local patches that integrate an image.

RNNs are connectionist architectures able to grasp the dynamics of a sequence due to cycles in its structure. Introduced

by Hopfield , they retain information from previous states and, therefore, they are especially suitable to work with

sequential data when its flow is relevant. This effect of information retention through time is obtained by implementing

recurrent connections that transfer information from previous time steps to either other nodes or to the originating node

itself.

Among RNNs architectures, long short-term memory (LSTM) ones are especially useful in the field of fall detection.

Introduced by Hochreiter , LSTMs most characteristic feature is the implementation of a hidden layer composed of an

aggregation of nodes, called memory cells. These items contain nodes with a self-linked recurrent connection, which

guarantees information will be passed along time with no vanishing. Unlike other RNNs, whose long-term memory

materializes through weights given to inputs, which change slowly during training, and whose short-term memory is

implemented through ephemeral activations, passed from a node to the successive one, LSTMs introduce an intermediate

memory step in the memory cells. These elements internally retain information through their self-linked recurrent

connections, which include a forget gate. Forget gates allow the ANN to learn how to forget the contents of previous time

steps.

LSTM topologies, like the one implemented in , allow the system to recall distinctive features from previous frames,

incorporating, this way, the time component to the image descriptors. In this particular case, an RNN is built by placing

two LSTM layers between batch normalization layers, whose purpose is to make the ANN faster. Finally, a last layer of the

network, responsible for classification, implements a Softmax algorithm.

Some LSTMs architectures, like the one described in , are used to determine characteristic foreground features. This

ANN is able to establish a silhouette center and establish angular speed, which will be used as a reference to determine

whether a fall event has taken place.

The system proposed in  includes several LSTM layers. This encoding-decoding architecture integrates an encoding

block, which encodes the input data, coming from a CNN block used to identify joints and estimate body pose, to a vector

of fixed dimensionality, and a decoding block, composed of a layer able to output predictions on future body poses. This

architecture is based on the seq2seq model proposed in  and has been successfully used in this system with prediction

purposes, substantially reducing fall detection time as it is assessment is made on a prediction, not on observation.

A specific LSTM design is the bidirectional one (Bi-LSTM). This architecture integrates two layers of hidden nodes

connected to inputs and outputs. Both layers implement the idea of information retention through time in a different way.

While the first layer has recurrent connections, in the second one, connections are flipped and passed backward through

the activation function signal. This topology is incorporated in , where Bi-LSTM layers are stacked over CNN layers

used to segment incoming images.

CNNs were inspired by the neural structure of the mammal visual system, very especially by the patterns proposed by

Hubel et al. . The first neural network model with visual pattern recognition capability was proposed by Fukushima ,

and, based on it, LeCun and some collaborators developed CNNs with excellent results in pattern recognition, as shown

in .

This family of ANNs is assembled by integrating three main types of layers; convolutional, pooling and fully connected,

each one of them playing a different role. Every layer of the CNN receives an input, transforms it and delivers an output.

This way, the initial layers, which are convolutional ones, deliver feature maps out of the input images, whose complexity

is reduced by the pooling layers. Eventually, these maps are led to the fully connected layers, where the feature maps are

converted into vectors used for classification.

A typical CNN architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Typical convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture.

Some systems, like the one in , where a YoLOv3 CNN is used, take the input image and modify its scale to get several

feature maps out of the same image. In this case, the CNN is used to generate three different sets of feature maps, based

on three image scales, which eventually, after going through the fully connected layers, will be used for classification.

A similar approach is used in , where a YoLOv3 CNN identifies people. Identified people are tracked, and a CNN ANN

extracts characteristic features from each person in the image. The feature vectors are passed to an LSTM ANN whose

main task is to retain features over time so the temporal dimension can be added to the spatial features obtained by the

CNN. The final feature vectors, coming out of the LSTM layers, are sent to a fully connected layer, which implements a

Softmax algorithm used for event classification.

In , the object detection task, performed by a YoLO CNN, is combined with object tracking, a task developed by

DeepSORT , a CNN architecture able to track multiple objects after they have been detected.

The approach made in  to detect a fallen person uses a YoLOv3 CNN to detect fallen bodies on the ground plane. It

maximizes the sensitivity by turning 90 and 270 degrees all images and compare the bounding boxes found in the same

image. Then, features are extracted from the bounding box, which will be used as classification features.

In , a wide residual network, which is a type of CNN, takes as input an OF and derives feature maps out of it. These

maps are delivered to the fully connected layers, which, in turn, will pass vectors for movement classification to the last

layers of the ANN.

A similar procedure is followed by the system in , whose ANN mixes layers of CNN, which deliver features maps from

the incoming binarized video signal, with layers of radial basis function neural networks (RBFNN), which will be used as a

classifier.

Another interesting type of CNN is the hourglass convolutional auto-encoder (HCAE), introduced in . This kind of

architecture piles convolutional and pooling layers over fully connected ones to get a feature vector, and then it follows the

inverse process to reconstruct the input images. The HCAE compares the error value between the encoded-decoded

frames and the original frames, applying back-propagation for self-tuning. Ten consecutive frames are inputted into the

system to guarantee it captures both image and action features.

An alternate approach is the one presented in , where a CNN identifies objects (including people) and associate

vectors to them. These vectors, which measure features, characterize both the human shape itself and its spatial relations

with surrounding objects. This way, events are classified not only as a function of geometrical features of the silhouette but

also as a function of its spatial relations with other objects present in the image. This approach has proven very useful to

detect incomplete falls where pieces of furniture are involved.

A good number of approaches, as in , use 3D CNNs to extract spatiotemporal features out of 2D images, like the ones

used in this system. This way, ANNs are used not only to extract spatial features associated with pose recognition but also

to capture the temporal relation established among successive poses leading to a fall. The system in  uses this

approach, creating a dynamic image by fusing in a single image all the frames belonging to a time window and passing

this image to the ANN as the input from where extracting features.

Certain convolutional architectures, like the ones integrated into OpenPose and used in , can identify human body

key points through convolutional pose machines (CPM), as shown in Figure 3, a CNN able to identify those features.

These key points are used to build a vector model of the human body in a bottom-up approach.
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Figure 3. Convolutional pose machine presentation.

To correct possible mistakes, this approximation is complemented in  by a top-down approach through single shot

multibox detector-MobileNet (SSD-MobileNet), another convolutional architecture able to identify multiple objects, human

bodies in this case. SSD-MobileNet, lighter and requires less computational power than typical SSDs, is used to remove

all key points identified by OpenPose not being part of a human body, correcting this way, inappropriate body vector

constructions.

A similar approach is used in , where a CNN is used to generate an inverted pendulum based on five human key

points, knees, the center of the hip line, neck and head. The motion history of these joints is recorded, and a subsequent

module calculates the pendulum rotation energy and its generalized force sequences. These features are then codified in

a vector and used for classification purposes.

The system in  uses several ANNs and selects the most suitable one as a function of the environment and the

characteristics of the tracked people. In addition, it uploads wrongly categorized images which are used to retrain the

used models.

2.2.3. Depth

Descriptors based on depth information have gained ground thanks to the development of low-cost depth sensors, such

as Microsoft Kinect . This affordable system counts with a software development kit (SDK) and applications able to detect

and track joints and construct human body vector models. These elements, together with the depth information from

stereoscopic scene observation, have raised great interest among the artificial vision research community in general and

the human fall detection system developers in particular.

A good number of the studied systems use depth information, solely or together with RGB one, as the data source in the

abstraction process leading to image descriptor construction. These systems have proved to be able to segment

foreground, greatly diminishing interference due to illumination interferences up to the distance where stereoscopic vision

procedures are able to infer depth data. Fall detection systems use this information either as depth maps or skeleton

vector models.

Depth Map Representation

Depth maps, unlike RGB video signals, contain direct three-dimensional information on objects in the image. Therefore,

depth map video signals integrate raw 3D information, so three-dimensional characterization features can be directly

extracted from them.

This way, the system described in  identifies 16 regions of the human body marked with red tape and position them in

space through stereoscopic techniques. Taking that information as a base, the system builds the body vector (aligned with

spine orientation) and identifies its center of gravity (CG). Acceleration of CG and body vector angle on a vertical axis will

be used as features for classification.
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Foreground segmentation of human silhouette is made by these systems through depth information, by comparing depth

data from images and a reference established at system startup. This way, pixels appearing in an image at a distance

different from the one stored for that particular pixel in the reference are declared as foreground. This is the process

followed by  to segment the human silhouette. In an ulterior step, descriptors based on bounding box, centroid, area

and orientation of the silhouette are extracted.

Other systems, like the one in , extract background by using the same process and the silhouette is determined as the

major connected body in the resulting image. Then, an ellipse is established around it, and classification will be made as a

function of its aspect ratio and centroid position. A similar process is followed in , where, after background subtraction,

an ellipse is established around the silhouette, and its centroid elevation and velocity, as well as its aspect ratio, are used

as classification features.

The system in  uses depth maps to segment silhouettes as well and creates a bounding box around them. Box top

coordinates are used to determine the head velocity profile during a fall event, and its Hausdorff distance to head

trajectories recorded during real fall events is used to determine whether a fall has taken place. The Hausdorff distance

quantifies how far two subsets of a metric space are from each other. The novelty of this system, leaving aside the

introduction of the Hausdorff distance as described in , is the use of a moving capture (MoCap) technique to drive a

human model using software to simulate its motion (OpenSim), so profiles of head vertical velocities can be captured in

ADLs, and a database can be built. This database is used, by the introduction of the Hausdorff distance, to assess falls.

The system in , after foreground extraction by using depth information as in the previous systems, transforms the

image to a black and white format and, after de-noising it through filtering, calculates the HOG. To do it, the system

determines the gradient vector and its direction for each image pixel. Then, a histogram is constructed, which integrates

all pixels’ information. This is the feature used for classification purposes.

In , silhouettes are tracked by using a proportional-integral-differential (PID) controller. A bounding box is created

around the silhouette, and features are extracted in accordance with . A fall will be called if thresholds established for

features are exceeded. Faces are searched, and when identified, the tracking will be biased towards them.

Some other systems, like the one in , subtracts background by direct use of depth information contained in sequential

images, so the difference between consecutive depth frames is used for segmentation. Then, the head is tracked, so the

head vertical position/person height ratio can be determined, which, together with CG velocity, is used as a classification

feature.

In , all background is set to a fixed depth distance. Then, a group of 2000 body pixels is randomly chosen, and for each

of them, a vector of 2000 values, calculated as a function of the depth difference between pairs of points, is created.

These pairs are determined by establishing 2000 pixel offset sets. The obtained 2000-value vector is used as a

characteristic feature for pose classification.

The system introduced in , after the human silhouette is segmented by using depth information through a GMM

process, calculates its curvature scale space (CSS) features by using the procedures described in . CSS calculation

method convolutes a parametric representation of a planar curve, silhouette edge in this case, with a Gaussian function.

This way, a representation of the arc length vs. curvature is obtained. Then, silhouettes features are encoded, together

with the Gaussian mixture model used in the aforementioned CSS process, in a single Fisher vector, which will be used,

after being normalized, for classification purposes.

Finally, a block of systems creates volumes based on normal distributions constructed around point clouds. These

distributions, called voxels, are grouped together, and descriptors are extracted out of voxel clusters to determine, first,

whether they represent a human body and then to assess if it is in a fallen state.

This way, the system presented in  first estimates the ground plane by assuming that most of the pixels belonging to

every horizontal line are part of the ground plane. The ground can then be estimated, line per line, attending to the pixel

depth values as explained in the procedure described in . To clean up the pictures, all pixels below the ground plane

are discarded. Then, normal distributions transform (NDT) maps are created as a cloud of points surrounded by normal

distributions with the physical appearance of an ellipsoid. These distributions, created around a minimum number of

points, are called voxels and, in this system, are given fixed dimensions. Then, features that describe the local curvature

and shape of the local neighborhood are extracted from the distributions. These features, known as IRON , allow voxel

classification as being part of a human body or not and, this way, voxels tagged as human are clustered together. IRON
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features are then calculated for the cluster representing a human body, and the Mahalanobis distance between that vector

and the distribution associated with fallen bodies is calculated. If the distance is below a threshold, the fall state is

declared.

A similar process is used in , where, after the point cloud is truncated by removing all points not contained in the area in

between the ground plane and a parallel one 0.7 m over it by applying the RANSAC procedure , NDTs are created and

then segmented in patches of equal dimensions. A support vector machine (SVM) classifier determines which ones of

those patches belong to a human body as a function of their geometric characteristics. Close patches tagged as humans

are clustered, and a bounding box is created around. A second SVM determines whether clusters should be declared as a

fallen person. This classification is refined, taking data from a database of obstacles of the area, so if the cluster is

declared as a fallen person, but it is contained in the obstacle database, the declaration is skipped.

2.3. Classification

Once pose/movement abstract descriptors have been extracted from video images, the next step of the fall detection

process is classification. In broad terms, during this phase, the system classifies movement and or pose as a fall or a

fallen state through an algorithm that is part of one of these two categories; generative or discriminative models.

Discriminative models are able to determine boundaries between classes, either by explicitly being given those

boundaries or by setting them themselves using sets of pre-classified descriptors.

Generative models approach the classification problem in a totally different way, as they explicitly model the distribution of

each class and then use the Bayes theorem to link descriptors to the most likely class, which, in this case, can only be a

fall or a not fall state.

2.3.1. Discriminative Models

The final goal of any classifier is assigning a class to a given set of descriptors. The discriminative models are able to

establish the boundaries separating classes, so the probability of a descriptor belonging to a specific class can be given.

In other terms, given α as a class, and [A] as the matrix of descriptor values associated with a pose or movement, this

family of classifiers is able to determine the probability P (α|[A]).

Feature-Threshold-Based

Feature-threshold-based classification models are broadly used in the studied systems. This approach is easy and

intuitive, as the researcher establishes threshold values for the descriptors, so their associated events can be assigned to

a specific class in case those thresholds are exceeded.

This is the case of the system proposed in . It classifies the action as a fall or a non-fall in accordance with a double

rationale. On one hand, it establishes thresholds of ellipse features to estimate whether the pose fits a fallen state; on the

other, an MHI feature exceeding a certain value indicates a fast movement and, therefore, a potential fall. The system

proposed in  adds acceleration to the former features and, in , head speed over a certain threshold and CG position

out of the segment defined by ankles are indicatives of a fall.

Similar approaches, where threshold values are determined by system developers based on previous experimentation,

are implemented in a good number of the studied systems, as they are simple, intuitive and computationally inexpensive.

Multivariate Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

Multivariate exponentially weighted moving average (MEWMA) is a statistical process control to monitor variables that use

the entire history of values of a set of variables. This technique allows designers to give a weighting value to all recorded

variable outputs, so the most recent ones are given higher weight values, and the older ones are weighted lighter. This

way, the last value is weighted λ (being λ a number between 0 and 1) and previous β values are weighted . Limits to the

value of that weighted output are established, taking as a basis the expected mean and standard deviation of the process.

Certain systems, like , use this technique for classification purposes. However, as it is unable to distinguish between

falling events and other similar ones, events tagged as fall by the MEWMA classifier need to go through an ulterior

support vector machine classifier.

Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVM) are a set of supervised learning algorithms.
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SVM's are used for regression and classification problems. They create hyperplanes in high dimension spaces that

separate classes nonlinearly. To fulfill this task, SVMs, similar to artificial neural networks, use kernel functions of different

types.

K-Nearest Neighbor

K-nearest neighbor (KNN) is an algorithm able to model the conditional probability of a sample belonging to a specific

class.

KNNs assume that classification can be successfully made based on the class of the nearest neighbors. This way, if for a

specific feature, all x closest sample neighbors are part of a determined class, the probability of the sample being part of

that class will be assessed as very high. This study is repeated for every feature contained in the descriptor, so a final

assessment based on all features can be made. The algorithm usually gives different weights to the neighbors, and

heavier weights are assigned to the closest ones. On top of that, it also assigns different weights to every feature. This

way, the ones assessed as most relevant get heavier weights.

Decision Tree

Decision trees (DT) are algorithms used both in regression and classification. It is an intuitive tool to make decisions and

explicitly represents decision-making. Classification DTs use categorical variables associated with classes. Trees are built

by using leaves, which represent class labels, and branches, which represent characteristic features of those classes. DTs

built process is iterative, with a selection of features correctly ordered to determine the split points that minimize a cost

function that measures the computational requirements of the algorithm.

Random forest (RF) is an aggregation technique of DT whose main objective is avoiding overfitting. To accomplish this

task, the training dataset is divided into subgroups, and therefore, a final number of DTs, equal to the number of dataset

subgroups, is obtained. All of them are used in the process, so the final classification decision is actually a combination of

the classification of all DTs.

Boost Classifier

Boost classifier algorithms are a family of classifier building techniques that create strong classifiers by grouping weak

ones. It is done by adding up models created from the training data until the system is perfectly predicted or a maximum

number of models is reached.

This is done by building a model from the training data. Then, a second model is created to correct the errors from the first

one. Models are added until the training set is well predicted or a maximum number of them is added. During the boosting

process, the first model is trained on the entire database while the rest are fitted to the residuals of the previous ones.

Deep Learning Models

Some ANN implement a Softmax function, a generalization of the logistic function used for multinomial logistic regression,

in its last layers. This function is used as the activation function of the nodes of the last layer of a neural network, so its

output is normalized to a probability distribution over the different output classes.

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a type of multilayered ANN with hidden layers between the entrance and the exit ones able

to sort out classes non linearly separable. Each node of this network is a neuron that uses a nonlinear activation function,

and it is used for classification purposes in some systems.

Radial basis function neural networks (RBFNN) are used in the last layer of a number of systems to classify the feature

vectors coming from previous CNN layers. This ANN is characterized by using radial basis functions as activation

functions and yields better generalization capabilities than other architectures, such as Softmax, as it is trained via

minimizing the generalized error estimated by a localized-generalization error model (L-GEM).

Often, the last layers of ANN architectures are fully connected ones, where all nodes of a layer are connected to all nodes

in the next one. In these structures, the input layer is used to flatten outputs from previous layers and transform them into

a single vector, while subsequent layers apply weights to determine a proper tagging and, therefore, successfully classify

events.

Finally, another ANN structure useful for classification is the autoencoder one. Autoencoders are ANNs trained to generate

outputs equal to inputs. Its internal structure includes a hidden layer where all neurons are connected to every input and

output node. This way, autoencoders get high dimensional vectors and encode their features. Then, these features are



decoded back. As the number of dimensions of the output vector may be reduced, this kind of ANNs can be used for

classification purposes by reducing the number of output dimensions to the number of final expected classes.

2.3.2. Generative Models

The approach of generative models to the classification problem is completely different from the one followed by the

discriminative ones.

Generative models explicitly model the distribution of each class. This way, given α as a class, and [A] as the matrix of

descriptor values associated with a pose or movement, if both P ([A]|α) and P (α) can be determined, it will be possible, by

direct application of the Bayes theorem, to obtain P (α|[A]), which will solve the classification problem.

Hidden Markov Model

Classification using the hidden Markov model (HMM) algorithm is one of the three typical problems that can be solved

through this procedure. It was first proposed with this purpose by Rabiner et al.  to solve the speech recognition

problem, and it is used in  to classify the feature vectors associated with a silhouette.

HMMs are stochastic models used to represent systems whose state variables change randomly over time. Unlike other

statistical procedures, like Markov chains, which deal with fully observable systems, HMMs tackle partially observable

systems. This way, the final objective of the HMM classifying problem resolution will be decided, on the basis of the

observable data (feature vector), whether a fall has occurred (hidden system state).

The system proposed in  determines, using an HMM as a classifier, on the basis of silhouette surface, centroid position

and bounding box aspect ratio, whether a fall takes place or not. To do it, and to take as a reference recorded falls, a

probability is assigned to the two possible system states (fall/not fall) based on value and variation along the event

timeframe period of the feature vector. This classifying technique is used with success in this system, though in , a brief

summary of the numerous limitations of this basic HMM approach is presented, and several more efficient extensions of

the algorithm, such as variable transition HMM or the hidden semi-Markov model, are introduced. These algorithm

variations are developed as the basic HMM process is considered ill-suited for modeling systems where interacting

elements are represented through a vector of single state variables.

A similar classification approach using an HMM classifier is used in , where future states predicted by an

autoregressive-moving-average (ARMA) algorithm are classified as fall or not-fall events. ARMA models are able to

predict future states of a system based on a previous time-series. The model integrates two modules, an autoregressive

one, which uses a linear combination of weighted previous system state values, and a moving average one, which linearly

combines weighted previous errors between system state real values and predicted ones. In the model, errors are

assumed to be random values that fit a Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and variance σ .
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